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EDIT ORIAL DE PAR T M EN T NOT E
T he papers in this issue of our Bulletin deal with some phases of shoe
manufacturing costs concerning which our Association has published very
little. T he volu me of bu siness done in the shoe indu stry held u p rema rk a bly
well during the last three years, but the ma rgin of profit was often very
sma ll a nd in ma ny cases a ctua l losses were su stained. Such conditions necessita ted the k eeping of a ccura te cost records and frequ ent cha nges in produ ction and sales policies. T he system described in the first paper deals with
a sole leather tanning factory and is an unusually complete and effective
cost procedu re in comparison with those commonly encountered in the sole
leather tanning industry. T he paper wa s prepared jointly by Herb ert F .
Stevenson and F . M. Sla ck.
Herbert F. Stevenson was gradu ated from the Central Sta te Norma l
School a t Loc k Ha ven, Pa . , a nd spent t wo yea rs a t Pennsylva nia Sta te College in the Engineering Depa rtment. La ter h e enro lled i n the n ight c la sses
of the Bentley School of Accounting and Fina nce, from which he was
gradu ated in 1926. His tanning experience began 22 years ago with the
Kistler Lea ther Compa ny a s a book k eeper a t one pl a nt a nd la ter a t another
pla nt; he wa s the n tra n sferre d to the Ce ntra l T a nner y Cost Acco u ntin g Office and remained there on cost work until his enlistment in the Ar m y in
1917. Upon enlistment lie wa s tra nsferred to the Ordnance Depa rtment, a nd
sent to Mu scle Shoa ls, Ala ba ma , on Nitra te Pla n t N o. 2 on Pa yro ll Au di ts.
After being discharged from the Ar m y he was transferred to the Boston
office of the Kistler Lea ther Compa ny where he work e d on the Corporation
book s, cost work, a nd ta x work . At the present time he is Associa te Office
Ma na ger a nd is identified with the office end of the Sales Department. Mr.
Stevenson is a member of our Boston Chapter and was Director of Membership Attenda nce for the year 1932 -1933.
F. M. Sla ck wa s g ra du a t ed fr om th e Lewi sbu rg High School a t Lewisburg, Pa ., and Williamsport Business College at Willia msport, Pa . H e
ha s been in the employ of the Kistler Lea ther Compa ny for 28 yea rs, sta rting
as a ta nnery book k eeper a t one pla nt, a nd later serving in the sa me ca pa city
at a nother pla nt. He wa s ma de ma na ger of T a nnery offices, a nd ha d cha rge
of the Central Cost Accou nting Office at Lock Ha ven, Pa., until he was
tra nsferred to the Boston office as Assistant Office Ma na ger. H e later
became Office Ma na ger and Assistant Trea su rer. Mr. Slack joined our
Association in 1920 and remained an active member for more than eleven
years.
T he second paper deals with an old subject worthy of review. T he
problem of allocating costs of raw material, labor and burden to products
ma nu factu red jointly is always with u s. It is the more interesting because
an ideal solution is rarely found. Every method is open to criticism and
no method is so good but wha t another might be su bstitu ted for it, a nd without grea t loss. Va riou s methods of allocating costs in the manufa cturing
of counters and innersoles for shoes are discussed in this paper, with the
advantages and disadvantages of each method clearly stated.
C. B. Nickerson, the author of this paper, was gradu ated from the College of Business Administration of Boston University in 1928 and from
the Ha r va rd Graduate School of Business Administration in 1930. Upon
gra du a tion from Ha rva rd he joined the a ccou nting depa rtment of that school
to perform resea rch in the field of a ccou nting a nd to a id in the development
of case material for teaching purposes. H e is now an Instru ctor in Ac counting a t this school. Mr. Nic k erson is a m ember of ou r Boston Chapter.
Copyrighted by
NAT IONAL ASSOC IAT ION OF
COST ACC O UN T AN T S
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COS T A CC OUN T I NG IN A SOL E LE A T HE R T A NNE RY
By Herber t F. Steven son a nd F. M. Slack
Kistler Leather Company, Boston, Mass.
ORDER to describe a system of accounting for costs in a sole
INleather
plant, it is first necessary to understand the processes
through which hides must be taken in order to turn out the finished
product ready for marketing.
There are ii departments for direct process costing, two departments for by- product costing, and six departments the costs of
which are allocated to the above t3 departments; namely:—
Direct Departments—

Soaks
Limes
Unhairing & Fleshing
Rockers
Layers 0-5)
Extracting
Bleaching
Oiling
Rough Loft
Rolling
Finishing
By- Product Departments— Hair
Fleshing
Indirect Departments—
General
Power
Switching
Barn
Leach House
Hide House
The first departments to be considered are the six departments
which must be closed out into the others before process costs can
be computed for the period, and the word "period" is used because
of the advantageous use of four -week units instead of months with
odd - numbered days.
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General
This department covers the local tannery office, carpenter shop,
engineering office, watchmen and guards, sewage disposal plant,
water system (main supply line and pumps), buildings for storing
of supplies, fire equipment (hose houses, reels, hose and fire extinguishers), electrical equipment (used for night illumination
outside of the buildings), the salaries of the superintendent and
assistant, office manager and clerks, proportion of general manager's salary, proportion of executive salaries, proportion of general office salaries and expense, proportion of laboratory, proportion of tanning department, proportion of processing department
as well as a proportion of power charges, switching charges and
the total cost of barn and hide storage house.
The cost of these various items are charged to their detailed
ledger accounts and accumulated for the period until they are ready
to be prorated over the i i operating departments of the plant.
The Laboratory, General Office, Tanning Department, processing Department, and Engineering Department are each separate
units the costs of which are allocated to the different plants for
distribution as burden in the general expense accounts of each
plant. (The distribution of gross cost of these departments is based
on the "hide working" capacity of each individual plant.)
Power
This department covers buildings used for housing boilers, engines, generators, boiler feed pumps, vacuum pumps, water supply
tank, electrical transformers, switch room, electrical power lines
running from the power plant or switch room to the department,
steam lines for conveying steam to the various departments —including the pipe covering — electric and steam lines serving a department classified as part of the equipment of that department and
not main line transmission, labor for both operating and upkeep of
the equipment of this department, fixed charges (taxes, depreciation and insurance), fuel (coal and spent tan bark in equivalent
coal value), purchased electric power, all supplies used for replacement, such as packing, brick, pipe covering, electric light globes,
etc. The total expense for the Power Department is apportioned
to the eleven operating departments, to Leach House, Hair Department, and a certain charge to "General." (This item to cover heat 1542
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ing of first -aid room, carpenter shop, store rooms, etc.). The basis
for this apportionment is the measured consumption of electric
power and heating for the different departments and the measured
steam for both power and heating. The measurement of both electric and steam consumption is furnished by the engineering department.

Switching
This department covers the locomotive and cars used for hauling
material from storage to the place of usage. The charges to this
department consist of operating labor, fixed charges, fuel, and
sundry expenses such as repair, replacement and maintenance
items. After these costs have been accumulated for the period,
they are apportioned to the Leach House and to "General" on the
basis of time consumed for each during the period. (Note: —Leach
House received a proportion of this cost due to the fact that a
large amount of time is consumed in switching bark from the storage stacks to the Leach House.)

Barn
The Barn Department originally was laid out to take care of the
teaming expense but has been revised to accommodate trucking
expense as well because automobile trucks are used in conjunction
with teams at the present time. The costs of this department are
made up of labor, fixed charges and sundry expenses. These
charges are distributed directly to departments when it is possible
to identify the charges for that department, and the balance is
charged into "General' at the close of the period.

Hide House
Hide House covers buildings used for the storage of hides, and
the equipment contained therein, such as partitions, hide racks,
trolley equipment and trucks and tracks for movement of hides.
The costs of this department include only fixed charges and sundry
items and are all transferred to "General."

Leach House
This department covers the buildings and equipment used in the
manufacture of tanning liquors. The function of this department
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is the preparation of tanning liquors for use in the operating departments. The process consists of the grinding and "leaching"
of bark ( "leaching" being the cooking of ground bark under pressure in order to extract the tannin from the bark.) The expenses
of this department are made up of labor, fixed charges, the cost of
materials ground and used, power, proportion of switching and
sundry expenses. The total expense of this department is charged
into Leach House Liquor Inventory. This inventory account is
credited when liquors are consumed by the operating departments,
and is charged with all spent or partially consumed liquors when
returned by the operating departments. The measurement of these
costs is gauged by the pounds of tannin contained in the liquor as
weighed and determined by our Laboratory Department.
By- Products Department
Hair and Fleshings —The accounts of these departments take
care of the costs of preparing these by- products for market from
the time they are removed from the hides in the Unhair & Fleshing
Departments until they are actually loaded onto cars for shipment.
The labor for handling, fixed charges on buildings and equipment,
materials for preservation and sundry expense constitute costs
which are carried entirely separate from the tanning operations
and apply directly against the cost of sales of by- products.
General Information
For the sake of uniformity, all ledger accounts are numbered and
each different plant carries a distinguishing prefix number, that is,
plant A is numbered in the two hundreds such as 201, 219, and
277, etc.; while plant B is numbered in three hundreds such as
301, 319 and 377, etc. Incidentally, the forms and stationery of
the plants are printed on colored papers which are peculiar to those
certain plants, that is, plant A uses white forms, etc., while plant
D uses pink forms, etc. All materials and supplies when purchased
are charged into "Store Room" Inventory, but are charged into departmental expenses only when requisitioned for specific use in that
department. Each day's work is numbered and after the hair and
excess flesh has been removed from the hides, the day's "tanning
order number" is stamped on every hide as a means of definite
identification.
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Each operating department has essentially the same kind of account numbers, namely —one each for labor, fixed charges, tanning
materials and sundry expense. The labor account covers only the
direct labor employed in the actual handling of the hides or in the
operation of machines which are used in the actual tanning process.
Fixed charges covers depreciation on building and machinery,
taxes and insurance being only that portion of the whole that is
directly applicable to that department. Tanning materials is self explanatory, covering the cost of materials such as bark, extract,
oils, etc. Sundries covers repair or clean -up labor, building or machinery repair or supply materials, power, and a proportion of
general expense.

The Process
The first step in the actual process of tanning is the washing of
hides in large cylindrical drums and placing them in clean water
for a day or two in the Soaks Department. Just as the hides are
taken from the drums, they are tied together chain- fashion to facilitate their handling in the next or Limes Department.
The lime vats are in rows which are parallel to the soak vats
and each day the hides are drawn over special reels from one row
of vats to the next for several days. The lime vats contain strong
lime water which cleans and "plumps" the hides and loosens the
hair.
After being limed properly, the hides are cut apart from each
other and de- haired and de- fleshed. Special machinery is used in
these two steps and removes practically all of both the hair from
the outside of the hide and the flesh from the inside. Some hand labor is necessary to remove fine hair and surplus flesh which has
been missed by the machines. The hides are then split down the
backbone and from this time forward are handled as "sides" until
they are later cut into other pieces (see Fig i).
At this point the sides comprising a day's work are weighed and
this weighing is very important to the cost system as the weight
forms the basis for the distribution of costs. Since the hair and
fleshings have been removed and since the hides are now white in
color, this weight is called the "white weight." Hides which have
been salted to preserve them are purchased on the "green hide"
weight basis which includes hair and fleshings, but since different
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FIGURE 1

kinds of hides have different characteristics as to the length of
hair and the amount of flesh left on in flaying, a "green" weight
basis would not be uniform. The use of the "white" weight basis
is justified as a basis of distributing costs because of its uniformity.
The sides are next taken into the Rocker Department where they
first come in contact with tanning "liquors." These liquors are
weak in strength and the sides are hung on frames which rock
from end to end giving the department the name of "Rocker."
The sides are taken from the rockers and enter the "layers"
where the sides are "piled down" flat in vats and then covered with
tanning liquors. There are five layers, each succeeding layer containing stronger tanning liquors than the preceding one until a certain maximum strength has been reached. The maximum might be
called the tanning absorption point, or point at which the hides
have been thoroughly tanned (but not finished).
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In the last layer department, the "belly" portion of the side is
removed by "cropping" or cutting it away from the back portion;
and the bellies and backs proceed independent of each other. If
bends and shoulders are to be produced instead of backs, another
cutting or "cropping" takes place. In this event, the original day's
work has been divided into three parts and an additional cost problem arises in the form of partial movements which will later be
explained.
Extracting, Bleaching and Oiling departments are located in the
"bleach room" where processes are applied that lighten or darken
the color of the sides, oils added for lubrication, and they are prepared for the final finishing.
The Rough Loft Department is sometimes called the "dry loft"
because it is here that the sides are first dried and "tempered."
The Rolling Department actually rolls the leather on a table
which has a metal base and a rapidly moving roller ball working
above the table on a pendulum. The leather is placed on the table
which is raised by a foot lever to meet the roller ball and the finishing process is begun by smoothing the surface of the leather.
The Finishing Department trims, brushes and bundles the leather
ready for shipment. In this department the heads are removed
from the backs or shoulders.
Accumulating Operating Costs
When all charges have been accumulated for the period, the total
of each operating account is listed on a work sheet, called the "big
sheet." At this time power is distributed to the departments which
require power of any kind. The service departments — Switching,
Barn and Hide House —are next closed out to other departments.
Leach house costs are then assembled and charged into the Liquor
Inventory Account, after which the tanning liquor usage for the
period is charged into the operating departments. "General" department is then distributed to the operating departments on the
basis of area occupied because the processing of any one department is equally as important as that of another.
The expenses for each of the ii operating departments are then
assembled and the costs are ready for prorating to the individual
day's work or individual tanning orders ( Fig. 2) .
It has been explained that each day's work is numbered and
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FIGURE 2

weighed. A Tanning Order is made out (in duplicate) on which is
shown the sequence number, the date of "working in," the number
of hides and sides, the stamp (lot) number, the green salt weight,
and the white weight. One copy (yellow) is retained in the office
while the other copy (white) is sent out into the tannery. The
office copy is used for the accumulation of costs, while the white
copy follows the sides from one department to another until it
has gone through the entire process anad at that time the original finished weight of leather is endorsed on the bottom of the
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order, and then returned to the office. As this tanning order proceeds from one department to another, the date of passing the departments is marked on the order. Each day a Movement Report
(Fig. 3) is made out to show which tanning orders have passed into
each department. The information given for each department consists in listing the tanning order number, days to remain in the department, the white weight of the order, and the computation of
days times weight or daily pounds. If the time to remain in a department should exceed the days left in the current period, a second
line is used to show the days and computation of daily pounds
for the next succeeding period.
This information is used in two places, first to note on the yellow
office tanning order the date passing into a department, and second
to enter on a new sheet — Analysis of Department Costs (Fig. 4),
the date, order number, pounds put in, and the daily pounds. Two
sets of analysis sheets are needed, one for the current period and
one for the next period. A set of these sheets consists of enough
sheets to accommodate the listing of tanning orders entering each
department, and of course, each department is listed by itself.
Partial movements, referred to previously, provide for the several croppings that take place during the processing. A tanning
order is made out first for sides and when the belly portion of the
side is cut off in the layers, a partial movement is made out on
a blue form (Fig. 5), and this form carries the date of cropping,
the same tanning order number suffixed with "A ", the number of
bellies, lot number, as well as the green and white weights.
The bellies are cropped on a certain required percentage, and
this percentage is used to compute the weight of the bellies, which
weight is deducted from the original whole side weight. Croppings
of the back portion into bends and shoulders follow the same procedure. The partial movements are reported on the same form as
the regular movement reports and the weights, etc., are recorded
on the analysis sheets in the usual manner.
At the close of a period the daily pounds on each analysis sheet
are totaled and the total cost of operating that department is written in on the bottom of the sheet, after which the costs are prorated
over the tanning orders. When all analysis sheets have been prorated, the amounts are posted from these sheets to the yellow
1550
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FIGURE S

(Office) tanning order sheets, posting the amounts to the orders
the numbers of which have appeared on the analysis sheets.
The total amount of expense for the eleven operating departments is charged to Goods in Process in the general ledger. The
total postings to the yellow tanning orders amount to the same sum.
Any tanning orders which have been completed, that is, those which
have gone through the Finishing Department, represent the amount
to be taken out of Goods in Process and charged to Finished Product. There are 24 working days in a regular period (4 weeks)
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and there should be 24 regular tanning orders, and as many partial
movements as there were croppings finished during the period.
An explanation is due regarding the costs on partial movement
orders. These are what are called "splits" because of the fact that
the costs are split on the same percentage as the weights were split
or divided on the partial movement when the partial movement
was made out. If there had been an accumulated cost of $ 4 0 0 at the
time a belly partial movement was cropped and the per cent of
crop used was 25%, then the split would leave $ 3 0 0 on the original
order, and transfer $ioo to the belly partial movement. This splitting needs only be done at the time of cropping, as after that time
the partial movement travels by itself and accumulates its own cost.
The belly portion of a hide cannot take in as much tannin as the
balance of the side, and consequently is not in process as long as
the back portion. It will be seen that the partial movements covering the tanning of bellies will not accumulate as much cost as the
portion which remains in process for a longer period. In like manner, where the shoulders are cropped from the back portion leaving
only the bend portion, the partial movements covering shoulders
will not accumulate as much cost as the bend portion which is
tanned for a longer period due to its heavier weight and substance.
The tanning of sole leather requires between four and five
months' time, and the costs are accrued on the tanning order period
after period until finished. As already indicated, the total costs on
the tanning orders are constantly under control of the Goods in
Process account in the general ledger.
It has been noted before that the "stamp" or lot number is
always noted on a tanning order or partial movement and this is
done in order that the costs of individual lots of hides can be ascertained. Hides are usually bought in lots of 4,000 each and in all
probability the first and last tanning order of a lot of hides will
be a "mixed" tanning order having a portion of some other lot.
This is due to the fact that tanneries operate on a so- many - hidesa -day basis and it is not probable that lots would work out evenly.
After costs are accumulated on a "mixed" order, they are divided
between the lots, and then the total cost of a lot can be ascertained. After costs have been obtained on different lots of hides,
comparisons of costs are available. This is very valuable because
the hides of cattle change from month to month due to seasonal
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conditions. In certain months the cattle may be infested with insects, etc., which have a depreciating effect on the hides. The summer and winter "kill" of the same kind of hides can yield almost
two entirely different kinds of leather. Thus it will be seen that
comparison of costs can be made so that it can be determined what
kind of hides yield the best leather, and what month's kill of any
certain hide will produce the most satisfactory results.
Application of Costs to the Finished Product
When a full lot of leather has been finished in the same period
and the entire cost of that lot is accumulated in one sum, a very
interesting situation arises regarding the allocation of costs. The
full cost of a lot of leather is made up of the original hide purchase
cost plus the cost of tanning. There has been a production of 8,000
bends, shoulders, bellies and heads, each of which has greatly differing marketable values.
The hide cost is $16,320.29 and the tanning cost is $16,327.18, or
a total of $32,647.47•
The method employed in this case is to use the present market
value as the basis of distributing the costs. Below is an illustration
of the manner in which it is worked out.

172,568

=
=

"

We i g h t
84,159 Lbs.
35,647
45,630
7,132
"

X
X
X
X

"

Cost
Per Lb.
.25289
.15327
.11495
.091%

Cost

$42,602.21 $32,647.47
1
76.6337
o

_

—
=

=

$42,602.21

=

=

Ma rk et Val.
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X .33
.20
.15
.12
=

76.633%

"

172,568
$32,647.47

Probable
Sales Value
$27,772.47
7,129.40
6,844.50
855.84

=

—

—

Market Va lue
Per lb.
.33
.20
.15
.12
—

"

"

We i g h t
84,159 Lbs.
35,647
45,630
7,132
"

PRO D U CTIO N
Pcs. Kind
8,000 Bends
8,000 Shoulders
8,000 Bellies
8,000 Heads

$21,282.95
5,463.49
5,245.16
655.87
$32,647.47

This procedure is justified in many ways, the chief of which is
the practice of buying and selling parts of green hides. Shoulders
(21%) and bellies (25%) are sometimes cut off in the green and
the cost of the remaining bend portion of the green hide is in1554
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creased greatly, because the bend portion is the choice portion of
every hide. When even so small a portion of the hide as the head
( 4 / 7 0 ) is cut off in the green, the hide cost is increased accordingly.

C O S T A L L O C A T I O N I N T HE M A N U F A C T U RE O F
C O UN T E RS A N D I N N E R S O L E S
By Clarence B. Nickerson, Instructor in Accounting,
Graduate School of Business Administration,
Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.
HE principles of cost allocation under the complexities of joint

Tproduct and by- product production have been well thrashed out
in years gone by. Despite this, business men in many industries are
continually facing this problem from the unhappy position of finding no one ideal solution. Many have thrown up their hands in
despair and have dropped all attempts at allocation. As a result, in
some cases, the lack of detailed cost information has led them unwittingly to sell some items far below cost, thus spoiling the market for all producers. By cost allocation is meant here the charging
of cost of raw material, labor and burden to the items manufactured. Particular emphasis is placed upon the allocation of the cost
of raw material.
The case study given below illustrates the type of problem met
even in the manufacture of relatively simple products. The methods
used or suggested are not offered as solutions but rather to promote thought and to aid in maintaining the interest in this problem.
Description of Items Manufactured
The Ira Leather Company (fictitious name) is engaged in the
manufacture of leather innersoles and counters. Counters are the
leather forms fitted on the inside of the heel of a shoe, and their
manufacture is more or less of a specialty, in which the company
has acquired the reputation of doing unusually good work. Counters are the main product of the company. Because of its ability
to produce a superior product, it has been able to secure a slight
1555
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differential in price, even in a highly competitive market. As will be
noted later, this fact is of importance in connection with the allocation of costs.
Although seemingly a simple product, counters vary considerably for there are two distinct types, the flat and the moulded, and
within these two types there exists a large variety of styles, grades
and patterns. The flat type is shaped and fitted during the manufacture of a shoe and may be said in general to be used only in the
higher grades of shoes because of the additional labor involved in
fabricating the shoe. Moulded counters, as the name implies, are
moulded in the shape of a heel. They vary in quality depending
both upon material and workmanship and are used in a wide range
of shoes.
Innersoles require no forming; it is simply a question of cutting
out leather in various sizes, with some finishing, and they can be
easily manufactured by a great many concerns. This latter fact has
an important bearing on the question of cost allocation. There are
approximately twelve grades of innersoles, depending largely upon
the leather used. They vary also according to chemical treatment.
General Statement of Problem
The fact that these counters and innersoles are being manufactured as joint products has created many problems of cost finding
and pricing policy, in which the allocation of raw material costs is
an important item for consideration. For the most part the company purchases the entire part of a hide known in the trade as the
belly, the part below the bend and the shoulder. (See Exhibit i )
From time to time, however, when the market for certain grades
of innersoles is favorable and when raw material can be secured
at satisfactory prices, butts, shoulders or necks are purchased and
cut into innersoles. Under the same conditions certain parts of
the belly alone might be purchased, such as shanks or shins and
cut into the same product. When these individual parts of a hide
are purchased, the problem of cost allocation is simplified, for then
the product for which the raw material is purchased is charged
with the entire material cost, less the value of any scrap remaining.
Labor can be charged directly to the material handled. The opportunist policy of producing to the current market makes the accurate allocation of burden difficult. As a result of process records
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kept over a period of years, departmental charges per pair of product have been worked out for a n ar b i tr a r y n orma l vol ume . T h e
management considers these standard charges to be sufficiently
accurate for all practical purposes. At t he e nd of e ach six mon ths
the a ct ual b ur den i s compa re d wit h the t ot al sta nda rd bu rd en by
departments and is analyzed to determine manufacturing efficiency,
and the amount of unabsorbe d burden due to low volume.
Nat ur e o f Raw M ateri al
At this point i t might be well to sta te that a hide varies in texture considerably between its different parts. (See Exhibit I) .
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Hides also differ in quality within a given lot in spit e of grading,

due largely to differences in cattle. The lack of uniformity of raw
material leads to a variety of grades for the finished products and
restricts the manufacture of some products to certain parts. Thus
only the belly centers are used by the company in manufacturing
its leading product, counters. The leather here is of proper quality, satisfactory in thickness and neither too tough nor too flexible.
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It has been suggested that belly centers alone be purchased so that
production may be concentrated on counters. Part of the belly
center however is unfit for counters and must be cut into innersoles. Moreover, in order to secure belly centers alone it would be
necessary to purchase them from leather dealers or from manufacturers of leather products who do not use this part. In fact when
the demand for counters was exceptionally good this was sometimes done. Tanners as a rule separate the entire belly from the
bend and shoulder but do not cut it into parts. The cost of belly
centers alone however has been found to be higher than the net
cost of belly centers when the entire belly is purchased, and in addition some profit can be realized from the sale of unused parts.
The complete utilization of plant and equipment is another factor
encouraging the purchase of entire bellies.
Allocation of Belly Cost to Sections —Area or Weight Basis
Assuming then that entire bellies are bought, the first problem of
cost allocation is concerned with the portion of the cost which is
to be charged to each of the various sections of the belly, such as
shanks, flanks, centers and shins. This cost might be allocated according to the ratio that the weight of any one of the sections bears
to the total weight of the belly. Approximately the same result
could be accomplished by using the ratio that the area of any section bears to the total area. If the sections are to be cut into counters or innersoles, area is of importance because, on being cut, the
cost unit is shifted from pounds to pairs and only so many pairs
can be cut from a given area regardless of thickness. Both counters and innersoles may be cut from the same piece of leather, the
counters being cut from the heavier and choicer areas. If the sections are to be sold, rather than to be cut into innersoles or counters, they are sold by weight. These methods of allocation however are based on the premise that one section of the hide is as
valuable as another, but this is not the case. The fact that a belly
can be purchased for 13¢ a pound does not mean that any one of
the sections could be purchased at that price, but is in effect an
average price for the parts, less a certain allowance obtained because an entire belly is taken. One might argue that we are seeking cost, not value, and the fact is plain enough that the leather
costs 13¢ a pound and should be so charged when used regardless
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of the item manufactured. The management of the Ira Leather
Company was not satisfied with such an allocation for it meant that
belly centers would be valued at an unjustifiably low rate and that
the reverse would be true of the shanks, flanks and shins. They
were looking for a method that would more nearly approximate
the values of the various sections.
Allocation of Belly Cost to Sections — Market Value Basis
A market price exists or can be closely determined for each of
the sections: the shins, the shanks, the flanks and the belly centers.
All of the sections might then be valued at their current market
prices, but the sum of their values is usually higher than the whole
belly costs, even after allowing for the expense involved in cutting
up the leather. This would result in an inflation of inventories by
anticipating profits which might or might not be realized. This inflation can be avoided by weighing the sections of a lot after the
leather has been cut and multiplying the weight for the total of any
one section by the current per pound market value of that section.
The total of the market values of all of the sections will represent
the market value of the lot after being cut into its various sections.
The ratio that the market value of any one of the parts of the lot
bears to the market value of the lot after being cut can then be
applied to the original cost of the lot and the result will represent
the cost to be allocated to that section. To illustrate, assume a lot of
Soo pounds costing 13¢ per pound or a total cost of $65. The lot
is cut into hind shanks, fore shanks, flanks and belly centers. Assumed market prices and quantities cut are as follows:
Ol o

Section
Pounds
Hind Shanks . . . . . . . 150
Fore Shank s ... ..... 110
Flanks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60
Centers . . . . . . . . . . . . . 180

Market
$ .12
.09
.08
.21

500

Net -Value
$18.00
9.90
4.80
37.80

of total
25.6
14.0
6.8
53.6

$70.50

100.0

Cost Applicable to each
Section
$16.64
9.10
4.42
34.84
$65.00

This is a somewhat complicated procedure but avoids inflation
of inventories and at the same time permits the allocation of the
raw material cost with due regard for the relative market value of
the various sections. To avoid further complication, the cost for
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labor and burden of cutting might be added to the total raw material cost and allocated with it, provided that this does not bring
the total cost above the total market value. It is likely that the
latter would not occur for, under such conditions, the company
would buy only the sections required for its own production. This
method was more satisfactory than allocation by weight or area.
Allocation of Belly Cost to Sections —By Product Basis
Another method might be to consider counters as the main product and all other items as by- products. Under this assumption all
of the raw material entering production would be charged to counters. The net proceeds from the sale of leather sections, scrap, or
innersoles, after allowing for conversion and selling expenses,
would be credited to the raw material cost of counters. This credit
would represent, in theory at least, the cost of raw material furnished to the by- products. The net effect would be to charge the
by- products only with the net proceeds of their sale, and all profits
or losses of the business would be borne by the main product. This
was not considered desirable because the actual cost of raw material
to the counters would not be known until the by- products had been
sold. For lot costing the company preferred to have immediate
allocation. Though the by- product method might have been used
with standard allowances this was not satisfactory because it was
possible to make a profit from the sale of these so- called by -products and the company desired to do this. In other words it wished
to treat its products as joint products, not by- products.*
Allocation of Belly Cost to Sections — Standard Cost Basis
A further possibility might be to use standard costs or to develop standard ratios to be applied to the actual cost, but this was
not desired by the management partly because a strict adherence
to standard ratios is not possible since the difference in size, shape
*Under the strictest definition it might be qu estioned a s to whether or not
this company has true joint products. Cotton and the cotton seed are
clearly joint products for it is impossible to produce cotton without obta ining both. It i s possible to produ ce cou nters without mak ing innersoles, but
in making counters there is some leather unfit for counters. This leather
is used for innersoles, which are cut out along with the cou nters. Thu s
it may be said that the two items a re produced under conditions of joint
cost though their definition a s joint products might be open to argu ment.
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and weight of the hides causes the weight of the different sections to vary between the different lots of hides. It was, however,
along these lines that a method was developed which was considered practical and satisfactory.
Allocation of Belly Cost to Sections —Ira Company's Practice
This method assumes at first a main product and by- product
approach. Thus counters are considered the main product and
since counters are cut from the belly centers, these centers are
the main product at the time the bellies are cut into sections.
Values are then assigned to all of the sections with the exception
of the centers. The total of the values assigned is then subtracted from the total cost of the lot and the balance represents
that portion of the cost allocated to the centers. In assigning
values to the sections other than centers, standard allowances are
set up, such as 2 c. per pound, which are subtracted from the current market prices for these sections. The resulting price per
pound for a given section is then multiplied by the number of
pounds cut, and the result is considered as the amount of the
original raw material cost of the lot to be applied to that section.
To illustrate this method, assume that the same lot of Soo pounds
of bellies is bought for 13c. per pound, a total cost of $65. The
lot is cut into the same quantities of hind shanks, fore shanks,
flanks and centers as above. Assumed quantities cut, market
prices, per pound allowances, and values allocated to the sections
are as follows:
Section

Pounds
150
Hind Shanks
Fo re Shanks ............ 110
............ 60
Fla nk s

Market
$ .12
.09
.08

Allowance
$ .01
.005
.005

Net Value
$16.50
9.35
4.50

..................

320

$30.35

$65.00
Tota l cost of lot
. . . . . .as
. . . a. b. .o.v. e. .. .. ....... .. .. 30.35
Values assigned to . parts
Assu med cost of centers

...............

$34.65

$34.65 divided by 180 (pou nds of centers cu t) results in cost of $ .1925 per pound assumed for
centers.

The cost of labor in cutting and the standard departmental
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burden charge based on labor cost is charged entirely to the
centers.
The method just described results in a standard profit for the
sections sold (assuming them to be sold before a change in
leather prices) or a standard reduction in the cost of the raw material if the section is to be used in the manufacture of innersoles.
Profits made in this manner are considered operating income,
not a reduction in the cost of manufacturing counters. Seemingly
this cost allocation works to the disadvantage of the belly centers
but this is not objectionable for the standard reductions are such
that under ordinary conditions the net cost of the centers, after
adding cutting labor and overhead, is approximately the same as
the price at which they can be purchased in the market.
Accounting for Innersoles Cut from Sections Other than Belly
Centers
Once values have been assigned to the various sections it is a
simple matter to account for the cost of material in the manufacture of innersoles from shanks, shins, etc. The good production
bears the entire material cost though a credit is made for the sale
of scrap leather. The question as to whether to sell the sections
or to cut them into innersoles is a matter of executive policy and
is dependent upon the current demand for innersoles versus the
market prices that can be obtained for the sections. If innersoles
are manufactured a record is kept of the cost of the lot. This
cost consists of direct labor, burden, and material after allowance for scrap. The total cost is then broken down to a per pair
unit, regardless of variations in size or grade. It is not considered necessary, nor of any particular advantage, to determine
accurately the cost for a given size or grade of innersole, partly
because it would involve too much detail, and partly because it is
the average cost that is of interest to the management. From a
given piece of leather the cutters take as many innersoles as they
can, of a size and grade consistent with sales demands, and utilize
the remainder in making as many innersoles as possible in other
sizes and grades with a minimum of scrap. After sorting, the
innersoles are counted by grades and valued at the current price
or last price received per pair for each grade. These values are
extended and added and the total represents the assumed sales value
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of the lot. The total cost of the lot subtracted from the assumed
sales value gives an assumed gross profit or loss for the lot. Thus
the management is not only given cost information for control
purposes but is given indication as to what efforts must be made
to dispose of the lot at a profit. If the lot is replete with innersoles of a low grade, it may be necessary to strive for higher prices
on the better grades in order to break even. Again, the cost
sheet may indicate that it is unprofitable for the company to cut
from a given grade of leather, or that the supplier of leather is
furnishing a lower grade than specified. A small part of this information might be worth the cost of its accumulation time and
again. As a matter of fact the cost of accounting in this company is surprisingly low.
Accounting for Counters and Innersoles Cut from Belly Centers
Accounting for the cost of products manufactured from the
belly centers is not as simple a procedure as the above. Here the
material cost of the counters or innersoles produced is allocated
on the basis of the weight used in each. Generally it might be
said that no cutting is done on the centers until orders have been
received for counters at a price in excess of an estimated cost.
This cost is based on the current price for belly centers plus estimated conversion costs, and on this basis there has been a reasonable amount of profit on all counters sold. But in doing this a
large quantity of innersoles cut from centers has been accumulated
because they cannot be sold at a price in excess of their computed cost. For some time the market price has been considerably
below this cost. One might think that the problem could be solved
by cutting nothing but counters from the centers, but this is not
practical. Largely because of the shape of the counter blanks it
has been found necessary to cut from each piece of leather a number of innersoles in order to utilize it fully. When manufacturing special counters for a given order the cutter is usually able
to cut out here and there a blank for some standard counter, such
as that for a man's Oxford shoe. This is economical, even though
the price received for standard counters is below that received
for special counters, because the spaces from which they are cut
are either too small or of too inferior a quality to be used for
special counters. Certain parts of the belly center, particularly the
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lower edge, are not of a suitable texture for counters and have to
be cut into innersoles. In general the number of counters to be
obtained from a belly center depends upon the type of counter for
which the piece is being cut, the shape and quality of the piece,
and the skill of the cutter. Because skill and care play such an
important part in the process, cutters are paid on an hourly basis
and not on piece rates. The cutting cost is allocated to innersoles
and counters on a pair basis because it takes about as much time
and skill to cut the innersoles as it does the counters.
In figuring the cost for a given lot a flat charge per pair is
made for overhead. Standard finishing charges are then applied
according to the manner in which the blanks are to be finished.
This is considered sufficiently accurate for practical purposes because the finishing costs are fairly regular. Cutting costs and
results fluctuate widely between lots. An estimate is made of
the selling value of the lot, as in the case of innersoles described
above, in order to determine the profit possibilities of the lot.
This lot costing is carried on by the cost department apart from
the regular books of account. Once each six months physical
inventories are taken, the regular books of account are closed
and financial statements prepared. When the lot costing was
first started records were kept of all lots of leather going through
the plant and considerable information was secured which has been
of great value. With the advent of the depression this lot costing was reduced to test runs taken from time to time. The previous experience in regard to conversion costs together with the
current market price for belly centers is still used to determine
what prices must be received for counters if a profit is to be made
on them.
Current Problem as a Result

of the Depression

The depression brought with it a drastic slump in the prices
that could be obtained for innersoles. The increase in inventory
investment, as a result of building up inventories of innersoles
that could not be sold at a profit under the method of costing the
joint production of counters and innersoles, threatened to impair
the working capital and it was apparent that something must be
done to improve the situation. One of the executives was of the
opinion that the actual cost of counters had not been determined
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on a correct theory, and that the company had actually been selling these goods at a loss because of the apportionment of too
large a part of the costs to innersoles manufactured from belly
centers. As the belly centers were cut primarily in order to
secure counters, he suggested that the entire cutting cost should
be allocated to the counters and that, tentatively at least, the raw
material cost of counters should be determined by crediting the
leather costs with the actual selling value of innersoles as well
as scrap materials, less the cost of finishing, handling and selling.
The resulting cost of the counters might require an increase in
price for counters so large as to reduce sales substantially. To
meet current conditions lie proposed, for the time being, to eliminate overhead in computing the cost, i.e., to use the prime cost
method, with the idea of then obtaining as much margin as possible to apply toward overhead.
The factory manager was opposed to making the suggested
change in the cost procedure, his argument being as follows: The
current conditions were abnormal, resulting in a demoralized
market and it would be unwise to upset the cost procedure to
meet this condition. This cost procedure had been built up over
a long period and had developed in the executives a definite philosophy or understanding of their costs, and to adjust this in keeping with the current market, was to destroy the one firm foundation
they had upon which to develop executive policy. Whether or
not business should be taken at any given price was a matter of
executive policy, and not cost accounting. Costs being as they
are, what should be done about taking business at current market
prices? The fact that an inventory of innersoles had been built
up was no fault of the cost accounting methods in use, but was
rather due to the fact that the executives had not chosen to sell
these innersoles at a loss in the extremely poor market. If it
were necessary to have money, this inventory would have to be
sold at a loss in order to get it. If financing could be arranged
without this inventory liquidation it might be best to hold this
inventory in expectation of better prices. This should be recognized as speculation and to speculate on finished goods inventory
without financial strength might mean a gamble with the company's life. Under current conditions innersoles could not be
manufactured at a profit and the best that the company could
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do was to cut its operating costs to the bone, and this could not
be done by simply juggling the cost figures.

New Product Suggested
In an effort to make use of existing capacity it was suggested
that an attempt be made to develop other products from the type
of leather that they were using and a diligent search was started
with this in view. During the course of this search it was suggested that the company had not entered the field of counters for
children's shoes, and that these could be manufactured from the
shanks. Because the market for this type of counter was highly
competitive it was suggested that it might be wise to treat the
proposed product as a by- product. Only labor and selling expenses actually incurred would be charged to the product. All
other expenses would be charged to the main product, counters,
which would be credited with whatever net return could be made
on the counters for children's shoes. This proposal did not appeal
to the factory manager. He could make a slight profit from the
sale of shanks under the cost system in use and he believed it to
be a dangerous step to enter the competitive market of counters
for children's shoes. He argued that once customers had become
accustomed to buying this by- product from the company it would
be necessary to continue to manufacture it for them in order
to hold their business in this and other lines. He also thought it
was not a profitable product and that they had enough of that
sort of business on their hands already. In attempting to provide
service for customers the low margin business might increase to
an unwarranted proportion of the company's output. In addition
that type of business would dissipate the time and energy of the
management and of the production and sales forces to the detriment of profitable enterprise.
Conclusion
For the reasons given by the factory manager the management
decided to make no change in the current methods of cost accounting. The manufacture of counters for children's shoes was not to
be undertaken though the search for new products was to be
continued.
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OUR OPEN FORUM
Air. Knuff in his article "Speeding Up the Prepa ra tion of Financial
Statements," which appeared in the December 1, 1932, Bulletin, shows us
what really ca n be done if the accounting executive makes up his mind to
get ou t prompt sta tements. It is a l l a m a t te r o f ca r efu l pla nning and coordina tion of one depa rtment's work with a not her a nd then of course a little
burning of the midnight oil.
Ma ny companies do succeed in getting out monthly statements by the
eighth or tenth of the month and they are complicated statements too. It
is possible in ma ny compa nies to close down sa les invoices and other pha ses
of the work shortly in a dva nce of the month -end thu s ma k ing it possible to
proceed simultaneously with the opera tions of stating the various accounts
which go to ma k e up the monthly sta tements. It is interesting to men in
public practice who ha ve conta ct du ring the year with scores of companies
to see how the determina tion a nd personality of the chief accou nting executive becomes ma nifest in the speedy and orderly ma nner in which the month's
closing is obtained.
After all, what difference does it make if some of the accounts a re not
right to the cent each month? T he statements are only interim ones and,
if a ccou nts a re tota led a nd presented within reasonable degrees of a ccuracy,
the u tility o f the report for ma na gem ent pu rposes is not disturbed one iota.
Ma ny accounts may be closed on approximates without waiting for the
exa ct detailed figures to be included. If this is kept in mind there is no
reason why much time shou ld not be saved in ha ving the reports available
for ma na gement u se. I k now of some compa nies with world -wide bra nches
where, u pon the receipt of certa in k ey rou nd -su m figures by ca ble a nd telegraph, monthly sta tements are prepared before the tenth of the ensuing
month.
It is all a ma tter of careful study of the salient figures, using estima tes where exa ct figu res will ta k e too long to a ssemble, a nd then of cou rse
the sk il lfu l la ying ou t of th e wo rk so t ha t a ll opera tions proceed somewhat
simultaneously instead of consecutively.
WM. R. DONALDSON,
Miller, Donaldson & Co.,
New York, N. Y.
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